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The Museum of Fine Arts
Collectors Circle ventures
across the pond on an 

educational journey. 
First stop: the glamorous
European Fine Art Fair 

in Maastricht
BY KIMBERLEY LOVATO 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MICHAEL CHIA

Fine art, antiques,
jewelry, sculpture
and even furniture
are among the works
of art at TEFAF.
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From humble beginnings in
1975, TEFAF has become the
largest and most prestigious
art and antiques show in the

world, with 70,000 visitors
every year.

THE
GRAND
TOUR

he sound of string quartets accompanies two-dozen
travelers from the St. Petersburg Museum of Fine

Arts Collectors Circle past chic cafes and glittering
Champagne bars where the well-heeled, in their Hermès
scarves and Ferragamo shoes, sip Veuve Clicquot by the

coupe full. Gently undulating black and white walls flow along-
side carpeted paths named after some of the world’s most exclu-
sive thoroughfares, Champs-Elysées, Via Veneto, and Madison
Avenue among them. Names like Dalí, Miró, Monet, Gaugin,
Renoir, Vlaminck and Warhol gaze out from 219 exhibits repre-
senting $1 billion worth of merchandise. 

The Floridian travelers are in Maastricht, where more than
70,000 visitors descend each March for the European Fine Arts Fair
(TEFAF), the largest and most prestigious art and antiques show in
the world. Thousands of objects of art are on display, from small
figurines to enormous paintings and even furniture. 

“For anyone in the art world, Maastricht is a must,” says
John Schloder, director of the Museum of Fine Arts in St.
Petersburg.

Schloder is here with a select group of art-enthusiasts from the
museum’s Collectors Circle, patrons whose annual membership
perks include the chance to participate in educational trips like
this one, to TEFAF. This is the second journey to Maastricht for
the committee; other destinations have included New York,
London and Paris. Those who participate in these pedagogic
excursions say the educational value is best in show.

And while the two-day stop in Maasrticht could be the high
point of any European vacation, it is only the beginning for this
year’s group from MFA. They will travel to Germany, Holland
and Belgium to witness some of the most important pieces of art
in the world, and to search for a possible addition to the 
museum’s permanent collection. 
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charming city founded by the Romans along the Mass River,
Maastricht is one of the oldest towns in Holland, full of

enough cobbled alleyways and brightly colored houses to
intrigue any visitor. It even boasts four Michelin-starred restaurants.
Still, this town of 120,000 remains low on the list for tour buses that
bypass it for nearby Brussels, Amsterdam or Paris. 

Unless they are serious about art. 
Inside the convention center, the MFA group heads toward the

gallery of Stair Sainty of London for a private meeting. On display
is perhaps the show’s biggest attraction: The Anger of Achilles, by
Jacques-Louis David, which has not been shown in public for 
nearly a century. A Stair Sainty agent provides some background on
the masterpiece, as well as a history lesson about another work 
hanging nearby. Heads nod knowingly as the dealer describes a
painting by Martin Drölling, Portrait of Barthélémy Charles, bought
by President John F. Kennedy for his wife Jacqueline. It hung in the
White House, and then in Mrs. Kennedy’s apartment until her death
in 1994.

“The array of art and the various mediums that are all under one
roof are amazing,” says Cathy Clayton, owner of Clayton Galleries
in South Tampa, who is accompanying MFA member Mary Perry on
the trip. “There are so many famous artists’ work, and more contem-
porary art than I expected.”

Venue map in hand, Clayton tries to pinpoint Borzo Modern and
Contemporary Art, located on an unnamed street nestled between the
Champs-Elysées and Madison Avenue. Perry hopes to study the Etruscan
collection of a dealer located over on New Bond Street. 

A walk through TEFAF is a sensory experience for connoisseurs
of art — and of the good life. The scene is a far cry from TEFAF’s

humble beginnings, in 1975, as a small show featuring 28 dealers
selling Dutch paintings. The labyrinthine layout is slightly over-
whelming, but the St. Petersburg contingent is rejuvenated by an art
deco Cartier brooch worn by Princess Margaret at the coronation of
her sister Queen Elizabeth II. Another pick-me-up: a 90-carat 
diamond necklace, flirting and twinkling under lights. 

Like Clayton, Ed and Margaret Amley of St. Petersburg are fond
of contemporary art. The couple’s personal collection includes

Museum of Fine Arts Director John Schloder chats with Collectors Circle members
at TEFAF’s Noortman Master Painting Gallery.

A
At a private meeting with Stair Sainty of London, the Collectors Circle views Martin Drölling’s Portrait of Barthélémy Charles, once owned by President John F.
Kennedy. TEFAF's biggest attraction, The Anger of Achilles by Jacques-Louis David, hangs in the background.
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Clockwise from top: Colorful

homes poised along the river in
Maastricht; Margaret and Ed

Amley, members of the Collectors
Circle, in a private home in

Bruges; and Gordon Gilbert, also
with the  MFA group.
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engravings by Karl Appel, and they’re eager to see the
artist’s oil paintings on display here. 

The Amleys have been involved with the museum for
many years, Margaret as a docent, and this is the couple’s
third Collectors Circle trip — but their first to TEFAF.
“We think John (Schloder) has done a tremendous job,”
says Margaret. “His tours have always been very educa-
tional and well run, and this was a chance to visit some
places we had never been before.”

For this journey, Schloder engaged the help of
Hamilton Fitzjames, a French firm specializing in deluxe
custom European tours. Co-founder and Canadian art
historian Athlyn Fitz-James organized the think-of-
everything details of the trip, including the hotel accom-
modations and must-have-reservations restaurants. The
week includes entry into TEFAF with private viewings,
along with museum visits and cultural tours elsewhere in
Holland, Germany and Belgium. 

“Most importantly,” says Perry, “Athlyn brings a pas-
sion for art that is inspiring to us all.” 

onight, Fitz-James has planned dinner at the
Michelin-starred Tout à Fait restaurant in the his-
toric center of Maastricht. Afterward, the group

boards their private coach bound for the hotel, where
they freshen up and pack their bags for the early morning
start of their odyssey across Belgium. Along the way the
Floridians take in the art nouveau at the Horta Museum
in Brussels, and a tour of the Royal Museum of Fine Arts,
which has works by some of Belgium’s most renowned
surrealists (Magritte, Delvaux and Ensor). Arriving in
Antwerp, the tour circles the center of Belgium’s port
city and visits the home and studio of famous baroque
painter Peter Paul Rubens.  

or more than 40 years, since the earliest days
of St. Petersburg’s Museum of Fine Arts, local

patron Hazel Hough has been one of its most active
and loyal supporters. She’s given the museum major
gifts and worked tirelessly as a volunteer.

This month, the museum is recognizing her in a big
way, with the dedication of the Hazel Hough Wing —
a 39,000-square-foot addition that more than dou-
bles the size of the MFA. A February 23 black-tie gala,
Museum Masterpiece: The Premiere, is sponsored by
the Stuart Society, an MFA support group.

The first public exhibition in the new space,
Unveiled: Rarely Seen Art from the Collection, opens
March 22. As the title suggests, the show features

long-hidden works from the museum’s 4,600-piece
collection, finally given exhibition space thanks to the
new wing.

A slew of celebratory events is planned for March.
In a benefit for the Collectors Circle, the Cleveland
Orchestra will perform Pictures at an Exhibition at the
Mahaffey Theatre at the Progress Energy Center for
the Arts, with special guest violinist Midori. The 
museum’s Marley Room will host a play about Georgia
O’Keeffe, and there even will be a parade — the city’s
first officially dedicated to art. — Marty Clear

Museum of Fine Arts, 255 Beach Drive, St.
Petersburg, 727-823-2579, fine-arts.org.
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Clayton Galleries owner Cathy Clayton, left, and Collectors Circle member Mary Perry
enjoy the sights of Maastricht, a charming Dutch city of cobbled alleyways. Below,
Champagne greets guests at TEFAF.
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Visitors explore a
wealth of art at TEFAF.

The Hazel Hough Wing adds 39,000
square feet to the Museum of Fine Arts.
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“This is one of our favorite visits so far,” says Ed
Amley at the Rubens House.

The pilgrimage continues in Ghent at a before-
hours visit to the Saint Bavo Cathedral. In a small
corner chapel, visitors feel miniscule below The
Adoration of the Mystic Lamb, Jan and Hubert Van
Eyck’s famous altarpiece, considered one of the
most influential paintings of the Middle Ages. With
an art historian’s eye and a professor’s passion, Fitz-
James leads the MFA group through the meticulous
details of the polyptych masterpiece, such as which
of the 24 panels was stolen, and where the complex
symbolism is revealed. In the main cathedral, an
organist plays a haunting melody that spills out into
the icy streets.  

During a private coffee at the nearby thirteenth-
century residence of a noted Ghent collector, the
MFA guests revel in restored elegance. Eight-foot
tapestries, an ornate chandelier and marble fireplace
frame the sitting room, and a personal collection of
Flemish paintings hangs majestically around the home.

quaint, touristy town near the Belgian coast is the journey’s
end point, but there is still much to see. Bruges is home to

several significant works of art, including the valuable col-
lection of Flemish masters paintings at the Groeninge Museum.  

After checking into the canal-side Hotel De Tuilerieën, the hardy
group sets out into wind-driven sleet for a guided walk with a local
art historian.  Through a secret garden, a pathway leads to the Notre
Dame church, where the splendid tombstones of Mary of Burgundy
and her father Charles the Bold lay. Along a wooden barrier, sight-
seers line up to glimpse the church’s main attraction. The excited
group is “shushed” into silence by the local volunteer, and looks
silently in awe at the small white marble Madonna and Child,
sculpted by Michelangelo. It is the only work by the Italian artist
located in the low-countries.

The sun appears in the late afternoon, and the Collectors Circle
strolls to the home of Jean Van Roy, a former university profes-
sor in Brussels and longtime friend of Fitz-James’. A butler in a
crisp white coat opens the heavy wooden door and invites guests
into an airy yellow room adorned with a grand piano and cande-
labras. Printed programs are found on each chair. Van Roy intro-
duces the evening’s entertainer, an 18-year-old pianist 
studying at the Brussels Royal Conservatory of Music. Her
melodic masterpiece is art to the ears, echoing off the exposed
beams of the A-line ceiling. After the concert, Champagne 
glasses never seem to empty, and hors d’oeuvres are passed on
silver platters by more white-coated men.

It’s the perfect “graduation” party for this one-of-a-kind art edu-
cation tour.  In a setting as exquisite as the week’s masterpieces,
Schloder raises his glass in toast. At the sound of clinking flutes,
Margaret Amley says what surely is on everyone’s mind: “This
week, I have fallen in love with art all over again.”

In a place like this, it’s not hard to do. E

The European Fine Art Fair takes place March 7-16; tefaf.com.

At Ghent’s Saint Bavo Cathedral, Collectors Circle members view The Adoration of the Mystic Lamb.

Bruges, the last stop on the
Collectors Circle journey, is a
quaint, touristy town where
biking is the preferred means
of transportation.
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Fresh flowers provide
a burst of color to

complement elegant
antiques at TEFAF.
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